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Mystery Skype is an educational game, invented by teachers, played by two classrooms on Skype. 

The teachers will know where (and who) they are calling but students will not. The aim of the game 

is to build cultural awareness, critical thinking skills, and geography skills by guessing the location 

of the other classroom through a series of yes/no questions using the target language (for example, 

Are you in Europe?).   It is suitable for all age groups, from kindergarten through university students, 

and can be adapted for any subject area.   

 

 

 

 

 

Mystery Skype provides a fun and inclusive way to engage students in an authentic learning 

experience. When playing Mystery Skype, two classrooms arrange to call one another using Skype 

video. By asking questions, giving clues and listening to each other in the target language, learners 

use their communication and collaboration to discover where the other classroom is located.  

The simple format of Mystery Skype allows teachers to easily tailored the activity to meet different 

curriculum requirements and learning intentions, while putting students at the centre of the learning 

experience.  

 

Mystery Skype is a wonderful tool to teach your students 21st century skills such as:  

  

▪ Critical Thinking  

▪ Collaboration   

▪ Teamwork   

▪ Language skills 

▪ Cultural Awareness  

▪ Deductive reasoning  

▪ Digital Literacy   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is Mystery Skype?   

Why play Mystery Skype?   
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The main benefit of using Mystery Skype in the Modern Foreign Language classroom is the ability 

to bring language learning to life for students. Connecting with other classrooms around the world, 

provide unique opportunities for all learners to widen their understanding by exploring differences 

and similarities across cultures. Skype provides language teachers with an authentic way to enable 

learners to experience how other students live, to get to know other countries and cultures, and to 

make meaningful connections through collaboration and conversation.  

Some of the benefits of adding Mystery Skype to the Modern Foreign Language classroom are: 

▪ Skyping with students from the target language country brings the language to life. 

▪ Giving the opportunity for all students to travel and practice the target language with native 

speakers. 

▪ Students can learn about idiomatic expressions as used by native speakers. 

▪ Students can learn about non-verbal aspects of different languages, which can’t be fully 

experienced with a textbook.  

▪ Students can become the teacher, helping other students learn the target language, English and 

Irish. 

▪ Awakening students’ curiosity about other cultures and ways of life. 

 

 

 

 

Strand 1 Communicative Competence 

1.2 recognise frequently-used words and phrases related to areas of immediate relevance and 

experience, including the language of routine classroom interactions 

1.9 pronounce words accurately enough to be understood, with appropriate intonation 

1.15 take part in routine classroom interactions such as pair and group work, asking questions, 

language games and activities, asking for help and repetition where necessary  

1.16 communicate orally with others using digital technologies such as social media 

Strand 2 Language Awareness 

2.2 apply all language learning to creative activities such as producing simple poems, posters, 

presentations, games and drama 

 

Mystery Skype in the MFL Classroom  

Learning Outcomes   
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Strand 3 Socio-cultural Knowledge and Intercultural Awareness 

3.2 discover and use facts and figures related to the target country/ countries such as statistical 

data, festivals, inventions, famous people 

3.7 analyse similarities and differences in relation to their peers’ lives in the target language 

country/countries in areas of daily life such as school, socialising, sport, eating habits 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Playing Mystery Skype in 5 steps:  

1. Find a teacher to play at https://education.skype.com/ 

2. Arrange a date and time to play.  

3. Assign jobs 

4. Prepare for the call  

5. Start the Skype call 

 

 

 

Collaboration and connection with classrooms around the world can continue following the Mystery 

Skype call with several activities:  

 

▪ Class blog, website or newsletter where students can describe their learning experiences after 

the Mystery Skype 

▪ Exchange of letters or post cards with partner classrooms 

▪ Shared documents or presentations with students from partner classrooms where students 

can collaborate in projects 

▪ Flipgrid to share short video messages between students from partner classrooms 

▪ Microsoft Teams or Google Classroom as a central platform where classrooms can collaborate 

and communicate 

 

What do you need to play Mystery Skype?   

How to play Mystery Skype 

After the Mystery Skype call 

https://education.skype.com/
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1. Have a test call with the other teacher a day or two before your Mystery Skype call. 

2. Hide location on your profile. Go to the Skype tab, choose "Profile" and delete your 

location. 

3. Grab bag of local items once it's solved or as a clue  

▪ Flag 

▪ Newspaper or Magazine 

▪ Unique Food  

4. Have a backup plan. 

▪ Three possible times and dates you’ve set up with teacher 

▪ Have a different plan if you can't connect  

5. Have a set agenda and time frame. Mystery Skype games duration can vary from 20 

minutes to 45 minutes depending on students age and topics.  

6. Be sure that you have agreed on the same time. Be sure and check your time zones. 

7. Send a chat message before you start. 

8. If they aren't understanding the accents, use the chat features or make paper signs. 

9. Develop a list of good questions based on your experience in case you get stuck. 

10. It doesn't have to be perfect. 

11. If your class gets noisy, know how to mute the mic and ask them to quiet down. 

 

 

 

 

Before the Mystery Skype connection call with the other classroom, you can assign different roles to 

students. Giving everyone a role makes all students responsible for a particular job during the 

Mystery Skype call and it keeps everyone engage during the activity.  

▪ Greeter.  One student greets the incoming class by speaking about our class and going over 

the rules.   

▪ Questioner.  One or two students ask the yes or no questions.  

▪ Answerer.  One student answer yes or no to the questions and should have a good grasp of 

geography.  

▪ Mappers.  Two students will use maps to try to help with questions or find the answer. 

▪ Lead Thinker.  A student needs to be a gentle leader that can keep everyone organized and 

on track.   

▪ Note Taker.  One or two students that will write down all answers and questions during the 

call for easy access by filters and if any confusion occurs.  

▪ Reporters. Two students to take pictures and notes throughout the call to then write a blog 

post on our classroom blog after the call is done.   
  

Assigning Mystery Skype Roles 

Tips for a successful Mystery Skype 
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Getting started to play Mystery Skype 
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Finding a Classroom to play Mystery Skype 
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As well as guessing each other's locations, other popular examples include: 

▪ Mystery number 

▪ Mystery animal 

▪ Mystery food 

▪ Mystery weather 

 

 

 

 

Mystery Skype Curriculum OneNote 

Mystery Skype Activity Plans 

Rubric for Mystery Skype and its variations 

Mystery Skype Signs 

Skype Toolkit: Developing Background Knowledge of the World 

 

Variations on Mystery Skype 

Useful links   

https://www.onenote.com/edunotebooks/makeitmine?tn=MysterySkypeCurriculum
https://1drv.ms/u/s!ArjsvoVsFXPejlUSK0XU3I_CT-69?e=axkHlN
https://sway.office.com/pHMbgikPelFrqDzB?ref=Link&loc=play
https://1drv.ms/b/s!ArjsvoVsFXPejxKJvZbWOkQ88KnP?e=Kl6YE7
https://sway.office.com/gxy6zNE72kRFLr6h?play

